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Decision of Administrative Law Judge: Reversed.

OPINION AND ORDER

The respondents appeal the decision of the

Administrative Law Judge finding that the claimant proved by

a preponderance of the evidence that he was entitled to

additional medical treatment and additional temporary total

disability benefits.  Based upon our de novo review of the

record, we find that the claimant has failed to meet his

burden of proof.  Accordingly, we reverse the decision of

the Administrative Law Judge.  
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The claimant sustained an admittedly compensable

injury to his back on March 26, 2009.  The respondents

accepted the claim as compensable and began furnishing

medical care.  The claimant was initially treated by Dr. J.

Steven Hankins.  An MRI was performed a month after the

accident, which indicated the claimant had a herniated disc

at L5-S1.  Dr. Hankins placed the claimant on restricted

duty and prescribed physical therapy.  The claimant

indicated that his primary complaint was back pain and that

his pain level varied from visit to visit.  He frequently

characterized his pain as "mild".  Sometimes, he told the

medical providers that it was "moderate".  There were other

times he called it "severe".  

The claimant was eventually evaluated by Dr.

Edward Flotte, a neurosurgeon. Dr. Flotte saw the claimant

on June 26, 2009.  At that time, the claimant complained of

severe pain.  Dr. Flotte prescribed medications and

recommended that the claimant have surgery.  

The claimant was examined by Dr. Mark Hadley, a

professor of neurosurgery at the University of Alabama,

Birmingham School of Medicine on August 31, 2009.  Dr.

Hadley opined that the claimant’s disc bulge did not
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compromise the nerve root, and he could not causally connect

the claimant’s disc bulge to any work-related injury.  Dr.

Hadley did not recommend that the claimant have surgery, but

did recommend medication and exercise.   Dr. Hadley stated

that the claimant had a "pretty good looking lumbar spine"

for someone his age, but he indicated that some of the

testing demonstrated some collapse with minimal disc bulging

at L5-S1.  The disc bulge did not compromise the S1 nerve

root.  Dr. Hadley advised the claimant to keep his weight

down, to stretch, exercise, and condition himself regularly,

and he recommended that the claimant take two Aleve daily. 

Dr. Hadley also informed the claimant that he had undergone

this type of surgery and he warned the claimant not to have

it.  

On October 16, 2009, the claimant underwent

EMG/NCV testing.  The results were negative for any

radiculopathy.  

The claimant came under the care of Dr. Canale in

December of 2009.  Dr. Canale performed an interbody fusion

from L5 to S1 on May 5, 2010.  It is of note, that the

claimant continued to work full-time until he had the fusion

surgery on May 5, 2010.  
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After the surgery, the claimant was again

prescribed physical therapy.  He initially reported

improvement in his condition, but soon his condition

deteriorated. The claimant continued to complain of back and

left leg pain with sleep disturbance.  On October 20, 2010,

the claimant told his physical therapist that he was "very

disappointed in his overall outcome after surgery".  In his

October 26, 2010 office note, Dr. Canale reported:

  .... maintains his basal
effect, making statements such
as, "I feel worse now than I
did before I saw y'all," until
he was reminded that his leg
symptoms are basically not
much of a problem for him at
the present time.

The claimant also requested that Dr. Canale

provide a letter stating that the claimant could not care

for his four-year-old daughter.  Dr. Canale declined to

write this letter.  The claimant’s wife then telephoned the

office stating that the claimant needed the letter because

of the amount of pain medication he was taking prevented him

from caring for his daughter.  

The claimant was evaluated by Dr. David Chandler

on February 25, 2011.  A repeat CT scan showed a solid

fusion.  The claimant’s patient questionnaire described his
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leg pain and back pain as "worsening".  Dr. Chandler did not

recommend any additional surgery.  On May 26, 2011, Dr.

Canale assessed the claimant as having reached maximum

medical improvement.  

At the hearing on this claim, the claimant

requested that the respondents pay for the claimant’s

surgery performed by Dr. Canale.  In our opinion, the

claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that this treatment is reasonable and necessary

medical treatment in connection with him compensable injury. 

Employers must promptly provide medical services

which are reasonably necessary for treatment of compensable

injuries.  Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-508(a)(Supp. 2009).

However, injured employees have the burden of proving by a

preponderance of the evidence that the medical treatment is

reasonably necessary for the treatment of the compensable

injury. Owens Plating Co. v. Graham, 102 Ark. App. 299, 284

S.W.3d 537 (2008). What constitutes reasonable and necessary

treatment is a questions of fact for the Commission. Id.

Anaya v. Newberry’s 3N Mill, 102 Ark. App. 119, 282 S.W.3d

269 (2008). When assessing whether medical treatment is

reasonably necessary for the treatment of a compensable
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injury, we must analyze both the proposed procedure and the

condition it is sought to remedy. Deborah Jones v. Seba,

Inc., Full Workers’ Compensation Commission Opinion filed

December 13, 1989 (Claim No. D512553). Also, the respondent

is only responsible for medical services which are causally

related to the compensable injury. Treatments to reduce or

alleviate symptoms resulting from a compensable injury, to

maintain the level of healing achieved, or to prevent

further deterioration of the damage produced by the

compensable injury are considered reasonable medical

services. Foster v. Kann Enterprises, 2009 Ark. App. 746   

,S.W.3d    (2009). Liability for additional medical

treatment may extend beyond the healing period as long as

the treatment is geared toward management of the compensable

injury. Patchell v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 86 Ark. App. 230,

184 S.W.3d 31 (2004. 

Our review of the evidence demonstrates that the

claimant was able to work full-time before the surgery.  He

was able to operate a lift for 10 hours daily from December

2009 through April of 2010.  Following the surgery, the

claimant has never been able to return to work.  He has

applied for Social Security disability benefits.  
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The claimant testified that he was a little better

after his surgery but this, coupled with the statements to

the doctors about his inability to return to work and his

doctor's recommendations regarding his future care all cast

doubts on the claimant’s credibility.  According to the

claimant, he underwent the surgery so he could get off all

the medication he was taking, however, he testified that he

has not been able to do that.  In fact, when the claimant

went to see Dr. Hadley, Dr. Hadley told the claimant that he

had undergone this type of surgery before and did not

recommend the claimant undergo the procedure.  He even

warned the claimant against it.  

In our opinion, a review of the evidence

demonstrates that the surgery was not reasonable and

necessary medical treatment.  The surgery failed to resolve

any of the claimant’s problems.  The claimant was able to

work prior to the surgery but has been unable to work since

the surgery.  Postsurgical improvement is a proper

consideration in determining whether surgery was reasonable

and necessary.  Winslow v. D & B Mechanical Contractors, 69

Ark. App. 285, 13 S.W.3d 180 (2000).  When we consider the

medical records together with the claimant’s pre and post
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surgical conditions and the fact that he was specifically

cautioned against having the surgery, we find that the

claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that the surgery was reasonable and necessary

medical treatment in connection with his compensable injury. 

Accordingly, we reverse the decision of the Administrative

Law Judge.  Because we find that the fusion surgery was not

reasonable and necessary medical treatment, we cannot find

that the claimant is entitled to temporary total disability

benefits.  Therefore, we hereby reverse the decision of the

Administrative Law Judge. This claim is hereby denied and

dismissed.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

                                   
                             A. WATSON BELL, Chairman

                                   
                   KAREN H. McKINNEY, Commissioner

Commissioner Hood dissents.

DISSENTING OPINION

I must respectfully dissent from the majority

opinion. After a de novo review of the record, I would award
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the claimant additional reasonably necessary medical

treatment for his compensable back injury.  I would also

award temporary total disability benefits.

HISTORY

The claimant testified that his job with the

respondent was that of a sprinkler fitter.  A sprinkler

fitter installs fire protection, and the respondent had him

working in power and chemical plants.  The claimant

testified that it is a heavy-duty job that requires him to

climb up ladders and work over-head.  

On March 26, 2009, the claimant was working at a

coal-fire power plant when he injured his back hoisting a

large pipe.  The claimant testified that he felt a sudden

burning in his back that he had never felt before.  The

claimant testified that pain started going down his legs,

too.  The claimant testified that he had never really had

problems with his back before this incident, and he

certainly never had any back problems that caused him to

miss work.

The claimant testified that he reported the injury

to his employer, and they accepted the injury as

compensable.  The claimant was first sent to Dr. Steven
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Hankins, who ordered an MRI, which showed a herniated disk

at L5-S1.  Dr. Hankins treated the claimant conservatively

for over three months with medication, physical therapy, and

lumbar epidural steroid injections.  When conservative

treatment failed to alleviate the claimant’s pain, Dr.

Hankins referred the claimant to Dr. Edward Flotte, who

recommended a lumbar laminectomy and fusion surgery.

The claimant was then sent by the respondents to

Dr. Mark Hadley, who did not recommend surgery, and the

respondents stopped allowing the claimant to receive any

treatment.  The claimant returned to Dr. Hankins for further

conservative treatment.  Dr. Hankins recommended a nerve

conduction study and a functional capacity exam, both of

which were denied by the respondents.

As the respondents had denied any further

treatment, the claimant was forced to seek treatment on his

own.  The claimant went to Dr. Paul Canale, who recommended

a laminectomy and fusion, which the claimant underwent on

May 5, 2010.  The claimant credibly testified that,

immediately after the surgery, he was doing much better and

the pain in his leg was much better.  The claimant was doing

well enough that Dr. Canale ordered physical therapy, which
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helped at first, but did not provide continual help.  Then,

the pain in the claimant’s back began to get worse.

The claimant testified that Dr. Canale ordered a

CT, which showed only post-surgical changes.  At that point,

the claimant filed a change of physician to Dr. Canale, but

he would not accept the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Fee

Schedule.  As such, the claimant asked the respondents to

send him back to Dr. Flotte, and the respondents denied the

request.

The claimant last saw Dr. Canale in November of

2010, and then went to the James Andrews Institute.  The

claimant testified that he chose the James Andrews Institute

due to their excellent reputation.  The claimant underwent

some additional diagnostic testing, and no further surgery

was recommended at that time; however, they did discuss a

neurostimulator transplant.  The claimant testified that he

was looking into a neurostimulator trial, but the

respondents had denied that as well.

The claimant testified that Dr. Canale released

the claimant at MMI on May 26, 2011.  The respondents had

paid TTD through September 28, 2009.  With no money coming

in, the claimant went to work for another employer,
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International Fire Protection, on December 20, 2009.  The

claimant testified that the owner of International Fire

Protection, Mr. Shorty Davidson, is a friend of his.  The

claimant testified that his primary reason for returning to

work was to get his health insurance back.  Health insurance

is important to the claimant because he suffers from

ulcerative colitis or Crohn’s disease, which he takes

expensive medications to treat.  However, the claimant

credibly testified that he has had this condition for 22

years, and it has never prevented him from working.

The claimant testified that Mr. Davidson knew all

about the claimant’s back and stomach problems, and that he

had given the claimant a job just so that he could obtain

health insurance.  The claimant’s job entailed running a

lift up and down, but did not require lifting. 

Unfortunately, his back felt terrible by the end of every

day, and he was only able to work until May 1, 2010.  The

claimant underwent the fusion surgery on May 5, 2010.

The claimant testified that he was taken off work

for the surgery, and even though he was placed at MMI on May

26, 2011, no doctor has returned him to work.

The claimant is currently treating with Dr.
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David Chandler and Dr. Karin Pardue at the James Andrews

Institute.  Dr. Pardue advised that the claimant could not

go back to work as a sprinkler fitter and prescribed

medications.  The claimant testified that he still has a

considerable amount of pain in his back and his leg.

The medical evidence reveals that the claimant was

initially treated by Dr. Hankins.  A May 1, 2009 MRI scan

revealed degeneration at L5-S1 and a left paracentral

herniation at L5-S1 with ventral compression on the dural

sac and mild compression of the S1 nerve root.  Muscle

spasms were observed.  The doctor prescribed medication,

physical therapy, epidural injections, and work

restrictions.

The claimant remained symptomatic and, in June

2009, Dr. Flotte discussed surgery with the claimant.  The

claimant continued physical therapy and muscle spasms were

observed at least through October 2009.

The claimant was examined by Dr. Hadley in August

2009.  He opined that the disc bulge did not compromise the

nerve root.  Dr. Hadley could not causally connect the disc

bulge to any work-related injury.  He also stated that the

claimant did not need surgery.  Dr. Hadley recommended
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medication and exercise.  At this point, the respondents

controverted the claim.

In October 2009, an EMG/MCV study was negative for

radiculopathy.  The claimant came under the care of Dr.

Canale in December 2009.  Dr. Canale performed surgery

(interbody fusion from L5 to S1) in May 2010.  Physical

therapy was prescribed and, again, muscle spasms were

observed.  The claimant continued to complain of back and

left leg pain with sleep disturbance.

The physical therapy notes vary greatly.  Some

reports show the claimant was overdoing the exercises, while

other reports question the claimant’s motivation. 

Nevertheless, the reports do show the claimant’s muscle

spasms subsided and his leg pain improved.

A November 8, 2010, CT scan showed minimal annular

bulges from L2-L3 through L4-L5.  The claimant saw Dr.

Chandler in February 2011.  A repeat CT scan showed a solid

fusion.  The end of the healing period was assessed on May

26, 2011.  Dr. Chandler opined that the claimant could not

return to his job as a sprinkler fitter, but he was not

totally disabled.  Dr. Chandler noted that there are no

surgical solutions for the claimant’s present complaints.  
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A June 6, 2011 Functional Capacity Evaluation

assessed the claimant’s abilities in the light-work

classification with the ability to alternative sitting,

standing, and walking.

DISCUSSION

Reasonably Necessary Medical Treatment

The Workers’ Compensation Act requires employers

to provide such medical services as may be reasonably

necessary in connection with the injury received by the

employee.  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-508(a) (Repl. 2002). 

Injured employees must prove that medical services are

reasonably necessary by a preponderance of the evidence;

however, those services may include that necessary to

accurately diagnose the nature and extent of the compensable

injury; to reduce or alleviate symptoms resulting from the

compensable injury; to maintain the level of healing

achieved; or to prevent further deterioration of the damage

produced by the compensable injury.  Ark. Code Ann. §

11-9-705(a)(3) (Repl. 2002); Jordan v. Tyson Foods, Inc., 51

Ark. App. 100, 911 S.W.2d 593 (1995); See Artex

Hydrophonics, Inc. v. Pippin, 8 Ark. App. 200, 649 S.W.2d

845 (1983).  The Court of Appeals has noted that, even if
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the healing period has ended, a claimant may be entitled to

ongoing medical treatment if the treatment is geared toward

management of the claimant’s compensable injury.  See

Patchell v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 86 Ark. App. 230; 184

S.W. 3d 31, (2004), citing Artex Hydrophonics, Inc. v.

Pippin, 8 Ark. App. 200, 649 S.W.2d 845 (1983). Furthermore,

the Court of Appeals has found that treatment intended to

help a claimant cope with chronic pain attributable to a

compensable injury may be reasonable and necessary.  See

LVL, Inc.. V. Ragsdale, 2011 Ark. App. 144.  Additionally, a

claimant does not have to provide objective medical evidence

of his continued need for treatment.  Castleberry v. Elite

Lamp Co., 69 Ark. App. 359, 13 S.W. 3d 211 (2000), citing

Chamber Door Indus., Inc. v. Graham, 59 Ark. App. 224, 956

S.W. 2d 196 (1997).

Considering the claimant’s persistent muscle

spasms, extensive failed conservative treatment, and the

recommendation of two physicians to have surgery, I find

that the claimant’s fusion surgery was reasonable and

necessary in connection with the compensable injury.

The majority’s denial of additional

reasonably necessary medical treatment contains a logical
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flaw.  What we have in this case is a failed conservative

treatment and failed fusion surgery.  When conservative

treatment fails, the next step is surgery.  The majority

finds that, since the surgery failed, it must not have been

reasonably necessary medical treatment.  But this conclusion

assumes that the surgery failed because it was either the

wrong surgery, or was not needed to correct the problem. 

The majority’s opinion fails to take into account the other

option, that it was the proper surgery that was needed to

correct the problem, that simply happened to fail, which is

a risk of the surgery itself.  In other words, because a

surgery fails does not mean that the surgery was the wrong

surgery or that surgery was not needed to correct the

problem.

In fact, Dr. Flotte, on July 2, 2009 discussed the

risks of surgery with the claimant, stating: “Discussed

risks of surgery including infection, bleeding, nerve

damage, spinal fluid leak, recurrent disc herniation,

persistent or worsened pain and others.”

On April 30, 2010, Dr. Canale stated:

I discussed with the patient
in detail the seriousness of
spine surgery and the fact
that complications and bad
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results do happen, even with
the most expertly-performed
spine operations.  I shared
with the patient the concept
that nerve roots are delicate
structures and that nerve
roots that are manifesting
signs of irritability or
mechanical pressure are
already, to some degree,
compromised and that return of
nerve function can, at times,
be only partial....I described
for the patient in detail the
fact that recovery from nerve
irritability or damage, either
as a part of his condition or
the surgical intervention, may
not be complete and the
operation could conceivably
make him worse....The patient
made the decision to proceed
with surgery and, after great
care and consideration from
both the patient’s and the
doctor’s perspective, we will
schedule the surgery.

As Drs. Flotte and Canale obviously seriously

considered the risks and benefits of the surgery for the

claimant, I place more weight on their opinions than on the

opinion of Dr. Hadley, who did not physically examine the

claimant, and apparently made his recommendation on his own

personal experience with the surgery, not the facts

pertinent to the claimant’s medical situation, which include

an extensive history of failed conservative treatment.
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While post-surgical improvement is a proper

consideration in determining whether surgery was reasonable

and necessary, See Winslow v. D & B Mechanical Contractors,

69 Ark. App. 285, 13 S.W. 3d 180 (2000), it is not the only

consideration.  All surgeries have risks, and some,

particularly lumbar fusion surgeries, fail.  Failure does

not mean that it was not reasonable and necessary to attempt

the surgery, especially when, as found here, conservative

treatment has failed.  As stated by the dissent in Winslow:

“I do not believe that an employer is relieved of the

obligation to pay for medical treatment for a work-related

injury simply because the treatment was unsuccessful.”  

Temporary Total Disability

I find that the claimant is entitled to TTD

benefits from September 29 to December 20, 2009, and from

May 1, 2010 to May 26, 2011, as the claimant remained in his

healing period and  unable to work.

An injured employee who suffers an unscheduled

injury is entitled to temporary total disability

compensation during the time that he is within his healing

period and totally incapacitated to earn wages.  Arkansas

State Highway and Transportation Department v. Breshears,
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272 Ark. 244, 613 S.W.2d 392 (1981).

The medical evidence and the claimant’s testimony

demonstrate that the claimant has remained within his

healing period since the date of his compensable injury, and

continued to December 20, 2009, and again from May 20, 2010

to May 26, 2011.  The claimant received extensive

conservative treatment for his back injury, with only

minimal relief.  His testimony demonstrates that he has

severe back pain and pain that runs down his left leg.  The

claimant’s treating physician recommended that the claimant

undergo lumbar fusion, and he was not pronounced at MMI

until May 26, 2011.  As such, I would award temporary total

disability benefits.

For the aforementioned reasons, I must

respectfully dissent.

                                   
    PHILIP A. HOOD, Commissioner


